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A
t the tidal head of the River Mersey, Warrington has always
benefited from its location. While not the first to discover the
convenience of the river crossing, the Romans grasped the
economic potential along the banks of the Mersey around what they

called Veratinum, or ‘ford town’. Archaeological remains testify to the
manufacture of iron, bronze and pottery in the Roman station at Wilderspool.
The first recorded bridges, initially somewhat flimsy wooden structures, date
from the early 14th century, enhancing the flow of people and goods from
across the region to Warrington’s conveniently located fairs, markets and
courts. Waterway developments from the 18th century brought further
benefits. The Mersey-Irwell Navigation enabled river-born traffic to flow in
both directions, not only downstream (through the tidal shallows between
Warrington and Runcorn) to the great commercial seaport of Liverpool but
also upstream (in flat-bottomed barges) to Manchester, arguably the world’s
first industrial city; the Weaver Navigation opened up the Cheshire salt fields;
and the Bridgewater Canal, a mile and a half to the south of town, brought
cheap coal and direct links to the whole system of inland navigation.

The lowest bridging point on the Mersey, Warrington was destined to
become the main traffic node of the ‘near north’, the gateway to Lancashire.
Long before the advent of the motorway network, Warrington was busy and
congested, the natural intersection of the old highroad from London to
Carlisle and Scotland and the crossroad from Chester to York. Where today’s
car-drivers sit impatiently in traffic snarl-ups, earlier generations of travellers
took advantage of the town’s famous inns, such as the Red Lion on Bridge
Street, specially built to accommodate those whose business necessitated
crossing the river Mersey. 

Thanks to its prime river crossing location, Warrington generated a
remarkable flow of people, goods and ideas, an ideal environment for
innovation. The first town in Lancashire to introduce one of Bolton and Watt’s
steam engines, 18th century Warrington had all the right connections for

economic growth, but historians have tended to overlook its pivotal role in
the industrial revolution. A number of reasons account for this oversight
(including perhaps the town’s later translation from ‘industrial’ Lancashire
into ‘shire county’ Cheshire). Precisely because of its waterway advantages,
Warrington developed in multi-form manner as ‘the town of many industries’
(to quote a chapter title from Arthur Bennett’s celebratory history written in
1900), without the kind of single industry specialism found elsewhere in the
north. There were long-term economic benefits in such diversity, but this
broad-based profile left industrial Warrington without a distinctive
‘foundational’ character and image to register in the historical record. Where
other northern towns, as Stephen Caunce has shown, were highly specialized
and proud of it, constructing their identity within a network of creative rivalry
and economic complementarity, Warrington was everything and nothing, a
bland blend cursed by ever increasing traffic congestion. Then there is the
factor of size. Located midway between two major cities, Warrington has
been overshadowed by Liverpool and Manchester. When the two cities were
joined by the first railway line, Warrington was initially by-passed, reached
only by a branch line, but the opening of the Grand Junction line from
Crewe, and subsequently the arrival of the west coast main line, reaffirmed
the town’s nodal position. The development of the motorway network has
confirmed the historical pattern: midway Warrington serves as natural
distribution centre (and retail park) for its huge equidistant neighbours.

It is time for a more positive reassessment of the Mersey bridgehead.
Early industrial Warrington, it is suggested here, offers an object lesson in
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THE NURSERY OF INNOVATION
JOHN BELCHEM

Opposite The magnificent Georgian Town Hall was originally built as a home
for Thomas Patten in 1750. Designed by James Gibbs, the building was
purchased by the town council in 1872 along with 13 acres of surrounding
land. However, it is the Golden Gates that capture the most attention. Made for
the International Exhibition of 1862, they were donated to the town by Frederick
Monks and installed in 1895. Photograph Bill Meadows.
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economic adaptability, technology transfer and the knowledge economy.
The town was imbued with ‘innovative essence’, to use Peter Hall’s
terminology, that elusive but seemingly indispensable component of
economic success which seems to flourish best at major intersections.
Bridgehead of the river that changed the world, Warrington contributed
much to the industrial revolution.

In the 18th century, Warrington was best known for the production of sail
cloth, supplying ‘half of the sail-cloth used in the navy’, John Aikin
recorded in 1795 in his Description of the Country from Thirty to Forty
Miles Round Manchester. Some estimates put the number of local workers
in the trade as high as 10,000. Always vulnerable to fluctuations in the
state of foreign affairs, demand being highest at times of war, this ‘staple’
industry went into long-term decline after the end of the Napoleonic Wars.
Its descent was subsequently hastened by the introduction of steam-
powered vessels. With typical Warringtonian foresight, the leading firm of

Rylands Brothers abandoned sail-cloth production at the very beginning of
the 19th century to move into the wire industry. By 1829 there were three
wire works in the town as Warrington progressed quickly from traditional
hand wire-drawing to the manufacture of the iron (later steel) winding
cables essential to the exploitation of new deep mines in the adjacent
Lancashire coalfield. Here Warrington made a crucial contribution to on-
going industrialisation in the region. 

As it advanced on a broad front, industrial Warrington itself never became
a significant cotton town or primarily a chemical centre, despite favourable
factors of economic geography in both instances. The local soap industry at
Bank Quay, studied in immense depth by A.E. Musson in his monograph on
Joseph Crosfield & Sons, exemplifies the kind of advantages offered by
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Above The oldest known painting of Warrington shows the town from a house
near Atherton’s Quay. Painted by Thomas Donbavand in 1772. 
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Above The social and economic confidence of Warrington is expressed in this
aquatint of a regatta on the Mersey in the 1840s. 

Top Fishing for salmon in the Mersey at Warrington, c1790. Salmon was so
common, it was a staple diet in the region’s workhouses.

Above An 1840s engraving of the railway crossing the Mersey at Warrington
with the industrial town in the background. 

Top The original building which housed the Warrington Academy, 1757.
Photographs Warrington Museum & Art Gallery (Warrington Borough Council)
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location in Warrington: tallow, palm oil, kelp and other imported raw
materials could be brought cheaply by water from Liverpool, together with
salt from Cheshire and coal from St Helens (essential ingredients for the
Leblanc process of alkali production), while manufactured soap could be
carried by river and canal to the populous inland towns and, via Liverpool, to
expanding export markets. Alongside new manufacturing industry, Warrington
retained a considerable (but typically not dominant) presence in the
Lancashire metal trades, enjoying an enviable reputation for high quality
production (an assessment which incidentally also applied to its malt, ales
and brewing in general). The key figure here, the subject of a pioneer
exercise in business history by T.S. Ashton, was Peter Stubs (1756-1806), the
very personification of the diversity and ingenuity of the town’s economic
development. Tenant of the White Bear inn, Stubs combined the licensed
trade with a successful file-making business (and the fathering of eighteen
children). Dregs from beer barrels provided the basis of a paste which, once
spread into the teeth of the files, gave them legendary durability and
strength, a reputation cherished and maintained long after by the company
he founded. ‘To files may be added chisels, graving, watch and clock
makers’ tools, hand vices, pincers, metal and wire gauges, cutting pliers, and
an extensive variety of articles’, Dr Dionysius Lardner recorded in 1833: ‘The

metropolis of this trade is Warrington, where, in the old-established
manufactory of Stubs, every one of the numerous articles sold under the
name of ‘tools’, in the common meaning of the term, is produced in a style
of perfection not, probably, to be surpassed in the world. In this line even
Birmingham yields the palm of superiority to Warrington.’ Although they
attracted an international market (and much counterfeiting), Stubs’s files were
sold primarily to machine workers in the adjacent industrial districts where, as
the mechanical engineer James Nasmyth noted approvingly, ‘every workman
gloried in the possession and use of such durable tools’. 

The archetypal self-made man, Richard Arkwright, a former barber turned
‘inventor’ of cotton-spinning machinery and cotton manufacturer, appreciated
the value of Warringtonian technical expertise and gadgetry. Renowned for
his guile in borrowing and exploiting the ideas (and capital) of others,
Arkwright met and befriended a Warrington clockmaker John Kay (not to be
confused with the John Kay who invented the flying shuttle) in a local public
house. Encouraged by Arkwright over a glass or two of wine, Kay duly
produced a model for a water frame or spinning by rollers, drawing upon
work he had already undertaken for Thomas Highs of Leigh. Aided by other
Warrington mechanics, Kay (who was soon indentured to Arkwright) spent the
next few months developing the revolutionary machine, keeping the true
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purpose secret by claiming they were ‘making a Machine to find out the
Longitude’. Having appropriated and patented the invention, Arkwright left
Lancashire to establish factory-based spinning with the water frame in the
remote location of Cromford near Matlock, and then at Belper. By combining
technology and innovative production management, his true forte, Arkwright
secured colossal productivity gains, but over time he was unable to protect
his patents or overcome the handicaps of transport costs and isolation from
further technical developments. As Arkwright discovered to his cost, new
industry and new systems of production thrived best in the area where he had
acquired his initial ideas, in the close juxtaposition of textile and engineering
trades around Manchester. In this innovative milieu, there was a vibrant
synergy driven in no small part by the skill and adaptability of mechanics
engaged in the Warrington metal trades. 

Warrington, however, provided much more than practical technological
innovation and adaptability. Through its famous Dissenters’ Academy it
supplied the educational thrust for the industrial revolution. Opened in
October 1757 mainly through the determined effort of the Rev John Seddon,
minister of the Cairo Street Chapel, Warrington Academy was established by
Lancashire nonconformists to provide higher education free from the
Anglican religious tests imposed at Oxford and Cambridge, then infamous

for their intellectual torpor. By no means the first Dissenting Academy,
Warrington represented the zenith of a movement dedicated, Sidney Pollard
observed in his study of the industrial revolution and the genesis of modern
management, to ‘the great awakening of the human mind to scientific and
humanist discovery’. Its small salaries notwithstanding, Warrington Academy
acquired a highly talented array of tutors, attracted by its liberal reputation,
including Joseph Priestley, William Enfield, John Aikin, George Walker and
Gilbert Wakefield. Undeterred by its unprepossessing location, Mrs Barbauld,

Warrington, the ‘town of many industries’. Imported raw materials could be
brought cheaply by water from Liverpool, salt from Cheshire, coal from St Helens
while manufactured goods could be carried back by river, canal and, later rail to
the expanding markets worldwide. The town developed a diversity of industries:
Opposite from left pinmaking (where the advertising boasted their fine quality
was due to the nimble fingers of child labour; soap making (with Joseph Crosfield
taking advantage of Warrington’s location to import tallow, palm oil and other
ingredients from Liverpool); tool-making, where Peter Stubs built up an
international reputation for its quality tools; and glass-making, tanning, wire-
drawing amongst many other trades at which the town excelled. Above Carton
makers; packing Crosfield soaps; wire manufacturing, a major industry from which
Warrington Rugby League team gets its nickname of ‘The Wires’. 
Photographs Warrington Museum & Art Gallery (Warrington Borough Council)
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née Aikin, daughter of one of the tutors, looked to the Academy to fulfil the
highest goals, training the next generation of the nation’s leaders: 

Mark where its simple front yon mansion rears,
The nursery of men for future years:
Here callow chiefs and embryo statesmen lie,
And unfledg’d poets short excursions try:
While Mersey’s gentle current, which too long
By fame neglected, and unknown to song,
Between his rushy banks, (no poet’s theme)
Had crept inglorious, like a vulgar stream,
Reflects th’ ascending seats with conscious pride,
And dares to emulate a classic tide

Looking back from the 19th century, the Academy – which lasted a bare thirty
years – was doubtless accorded inflated importance by local antiquarians
who delighted in portraying Warrington as ‘the Athens of the north’. In this
invocation, the Academy was the coping stone of a remarkable local cultural
infrastructure embracing William Eyres’ printing press, apparently without
equal in Lancashire, and the Warrington Circulating Library, forerunner of
municipal public libraries. A publishing outlet for the tutors who ‘maintained
an academic atmosphere and created a distinct literature in a manner that
was unrivalled, except at a university’, Eyres’ press published some 200

works between 1760 and 1802 as well as Eyres’ Weekly Journal; or the
Warrington Advertiser, the second oldest newspaper in Lancashire. A cultural
facilitator, Eyres also served as the first librarian of the Circulating Library
established in 1760, a resource patronised by the Academy tutors. Its fine
collection of books ultimately served as the nucleus of the Warrington
Municipal Library established under the Museums Act of 1845, the first
library in the country supported by local rates.

In retrospect the Academy represents something far more than a
nonconformist substitute for Oxbridge on the banks of the Mersey. Regarded
by some commentators as the first ‘redbrick’ university, the model for
universities and university colleges throughout ‘civic’ Britain, Warrington
Academy is perhaps better described as the first Polytechnic. This designation,
suggested by Peter Hall, captures the spirit and mission of the Academy, a
crucial catalyst in inspiring an innovative industrial milieu. Much to the
approval of its sponsoring nonconformist industrialists, there was a distinctly
vocational emphasis with modern subjects taking precedence over traditional
training for the learned professions: perhaps 200 of the 393 students, it has
been calculated, went into commerce and industry. Appointed to tutorship in
languages and belles-lettres, Joseph Priestley, discoverer of oxygen, played a
key role in redesigning the curriculum, abandoning the standard course of
studies designed for students entering the learned professions. The26

Right Although Warrington was not ideally placed, it built up a reputation for
shipbuilding in the early 19th century. It reached its zenith with the building of
RMS Tayleur. When launched sideways into the Mersey at Warrington in October
1853, Tayleur was the largest merchant ship on the seas. Chartered by the
White Star Line to serve the booming Australian trade routes, Tayleur left
Liverpool on 19 January 1854, on her maiden voyage to Australia.

Unfortunately, the ship’s compasses were not correctly set to account for her
iron hull. The crew believed that they were sailing south through the Irish Sea,
but were actually travelling west towards Ireland. In stormy seas, on 21 January
1854, the ship was heading straight for land. Despite dropping both anchors as
soon as rocks were sighted, she ran aground on the east coast of Lambay
Island, about five miles from Dublin Bay.

Attempts were made to lower the ship’s lifeboats, but when the first one was
smashed on the rocks, launching further boats was deemed unsafe. Tayleur was
so close to land that the crew was able to collapse a mast onto the shore, and
some people aboard were able to clamber along it to land. Out of the 652
people onboard, 380 lives were lost. The White Star connection has drawn
comparisons with the Titanic disaster over 50 years later. For Warrington, the
tragedy was to mark the end of its shipbuilding industry. 
Photographs Warrington Museum & Art Gallery (Warrington Borough Council)
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progressive attitudes of the tutors can be seen in William Enfield’s Essay
towards the history of Leverpool, published and printed by Eyres in 1773,
which took unashamed delight in the progress of commerce and trade,
factors which outweighed the lack of a venerable past: ‘The history of a
place which has lately emerged from obscurity, and which owes, if not its
being, at least its consequence to the commercial and enterprizing spirit of
modern times, cannot be supposed to afford many materials for the
entertainment of the curious antiquarian.’

After a series of personal, religious, political and financial controversies,
problems apparently compounded by indiscipline among the students, the
Warrington Academy was suspended in 1783 and dissolved in 1786 by which
time the initiative had passed to the New College of Arts and Sciences in
Manchester. From the outset, the Manchester Academy was a ‘mechanic
school’ with an exhibition, a laboratory and a commitment to ‘mechanick arts’.
Once again, Warrington had shown the way for others to follow and develop. 

At celebrations to mark the bicentenary in 1957 of the founding of the
Academy, Dr Bronowski drew attention to two fundamental ways in which the
Warrington Academy had contributed to economic growth and progress:

They were the men, they and their students, and their students in turn, who
made the Industrial Revolution, and they did not make it by mechanical skill
but because they learned here an intellectual approach which baulked at

nothing and looked upon everything afresh. It was this intellectual attitude
which made the Industrial Revolution possible and which made it great.
Secondly, it was made possible because these people formed a kind of
education which was quite unique. They broke the old spell of vocational
education which was mainly designed for men who were entering the
theological or medical professions. 

Bridgehead of the Mersey, early industrial Warrington was never ‘the Athens
of the north’, but given the remarkable flow of people, goods and ideas across
and along the river and associated waterways, it was well placed to challenge
old ways and to generate new approaches and attitudes. Although no longer
the lowest bridging point, Warrington has continued to prosper from its prime
location, the logistical hub of the industrial and urban north west. Always
overshadowed by its big city neighbours on either side, Warrington has not
been accorded the recognition it deserves. Straddling the Mersey, it was of
critical importance in the initial matrix of industrialization, a true pioneer in
technical innovation, knowledge transfer and the knowledge economy.

Above Bishop’s Wharf, Warrington. By the end of the 19th century, the town had
become a major industrial centre with its accompanying problems of pollution.
The Mersey still played its part as the photograph shows but the photograph of
the bridge (right) shows dredging taking place to keep the waterways open from
the increasing problems of silt. 
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